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Chapter 1323 Mental Energy Attack 

Zion was livid with rage after hearing that. “You Blood Corpse Cult members sure are 
useless! Those seven zombie puppets were complete idiots, and you two can’t even do 
anything useful—” 

“What did you just say?” The looks on the man and woman’s faces grew colder as their 
bodies exuded immense mental energy. 

Read more 
The two of them were from the Blood Corpse Cult, and the Seven Deadly Stars was 
their leader. As their cult focused on the cultivation of corpses, they needed a huge 
amount of mental energy to control the zombie puppets. 

“In that case, we shall take our leave now, President Zeigler. I will pass your message 
to our leader word for word,” the man said as he turned around and started walking 
away. 

“Wait! Okay, all you two have to do is find out if Kai is possessed by an evil spirit! Leave 
everything else to me!” Zion shouted anxiously. 

Despite having the token, Zion knew that none of the cult members were obeying him 
willingly. 

The man and woman left shortly after receiving his order. 

A vicious glint appeared in Zion’s eyes as he watched them disappear into the distance. 

Meanwhile, Kai was walking through the streets of Jadeborough. 

Although he had failed to rescue Josephine, he didn’t leave because he knew the 
Warriors Alliance was still hunting him down. 

As such, he decided to boldly show himself in public to lure them toward him. 

While Kai’s current strength was still insufficient to take on the entire Warriors Alliance, 
he could protect himself just fine if he ran into their fighters. 

With the Necro Ring in his possession, he could easily make a quick escape even if he 
was losing the fight. 

With those options available to him, Kai figured he would kill those that he successfully 
lured out of hiding and flee if he couldn’t defeat them. 



Regardless, he refused to give the Warriors Alliance any breathing room after learning 
what they had done to Josephine. 

Kai was casually strolling down the sidewalk when he detected two hostile auras. 

They weren’t strong and were likely around the level of Martial Arts Grandmaster at 
best. 

Would the Warriors Alliance send such weak fighters after me? I could easily kill a few 
of them with a single slap if they’re in the early stages of Martial Arts Grandmaster! 

Although a little confused, Kai maintained a casual expression as he made his way to a 
more deserted area. 

As the auras closed in on him, Kai tried to pinpoint their exact location using spiritual 
sense, but it was blocked the moment he used it. 

Kai was so surprised that he paused in his steps immediately and glanced about. 

The next thing he knew, he felt incredibly woozy, like a person who had had too much to 
drink. 

When he tried to shake it off, his body was completely immobilized by an invisible force. 

Kai frowned as he struggled with all of his might, but he couldn’t break free no matter 
what. 

Right as he was about to give up, Kai’s mind cleared all of a sudden, and he realized 
what was actually happening. 

The invisible force that immobilized me earlier was all in my head. It was just a signal 
that my body received from my brain. There was no external force binding me at all. 
This means someone is using a high amount of mental energy to hack into my brain 
and control my thoughts. Thankfully, I have a fairly high amount of mental energy 
myself. On top of that, the calming incantation helped free my mind from its control fairly 
quickly. 

In order to bait his attackers into showing themselves, Kai decided to keep up the act 
and continued struggling as though he was still trapped. 

Moments later, he saw a man and woman walk up to him. As they were still afraid of his 
power, they stopped about a dozen meters away from him. 

Kai knew at first glance that they were the ones tailing him earlier. Judging by their 
auras, he could confirm that they were only as powerful as Martial Arts Grandmasters. 
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Even so, the fact that Martial Arts Grandmasters possessed such powerful mental 
energy meant they were extremely skilled in magecraft. 

“Who are you two?” Kai asked with a frown while acting like he was in pain. The two of 
them simply glared coldly at him without saying anything. 

Read more 

As the woman slowly raised her hand, spiritual sense wrapped around Kai’s body, 
which she then used to invade his mind. She seemed to be searching for something. 

Moments later, the woman frowned and shook her head at the man. The man simply 
nodded in response, and the two of them walked away immediately after. Neither of 
them attempted to attack Kai, nor did they say a single word to him. 

Feeling confused, Kai decided to stop them and find out what it was all about. 

With a tap of his feet, Kai jumped high into the air before landing in front of them. 

As they thought they had Kai under their control, they were terrified when Kai appeared 
in front of them like that. 

The woman then unleashed her mental energy in an attempt to regain control over Kai’s 
brain, but her mental energy was cut off by a golden light the moment it entered his 
head. 

“Ah!” the woman screamed in shock and quickly backed away. 

The look on the man’s face changed as he stepped forward to hold her steady. 

“You… How is your mental energy that powerful?” the woman asked with fear in her 
eyes. 

“Yours is just too weak!” Kai replied with a sneer. 

The woman’s face instantly filled with anger when she heard that. She didn’t mind 
others calling her weak, but she refused to tolerate any insults to her mental energy. 

After all, the Blood Corpse Cult was famous in the martial arts world for their use of 
mental energy. 



“Come on! Let’s attack him together!” she shouted at the man standing next to her. 

The man nodded, and the two of them began chanting as they sent a powerful wave of 
mental energy toward Kai’s mind. 

Despite Kai’s body being incredibly tough, it did nothing to protect him from mental 
energy attacks. 

The two of them breathed sighs of relief when they saw Kai’s eyes go dull from their 
attack. 

As they prepared to make their escape, however, a beam of golden light appeared in 
Kai’s mind and cut off their mental energy. 

Kai then started chanting the calming incantation and surrounded their bodies with 
benevolent mental energy. 

Their expressions fell as they unleashed their mental energy to fight against Kai’s, even 
as they backed away hastily. 

The calming incantation was designed to help free a person from desires and 
obsessions, so it countered their Demonic Cultivation perfectly. 

“Stop the chanting!” the woman screamed in pain as she struggled with all her might. 

“Let us go right now, Kai! You’ll die a horrible death if our leader finds out about this!” 
the man threatened. 

Kai stopped chanting the calming incantation and asked, “Leader? Are you two not from 
the Warriors Alliance?” 

The man’s forehead was drenched in a cold sweat while his body felt like it was being 
bitten by thousands of ants. 

“We’re from the Blood Corpse Cult, and our leader is Seven Deadly Stars. You will be 
making an enemy of the entire cult if you dare kill us. Our brethren will not stop until 
you’re dead!” the woman shouted. 

She knew that they had no means of fighting Kai since they couldn’t control him with 
their mental energy. 

It was simply impossible for two Martial Arts Grandmasters to defeat a Martial Arts 
Marquis. 
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As such, she had no choice but to threaten Kai with their cult leader, hoping it would 
deter him from killing them. The man became a little angry when he heard that and 
glared at her in response. 

Zion tried to kill Kai with seven of Blood Corpse Cult’s zombie puppets, but Kai turned 
the tables on them instead! Wouldn’t she just anger him even further by bringing up our 
leader’s name? Neither of us will make it out alive if he gets mad! “Seven Deadly 
Stars?” 

Read more 
A strong murderous intent immediately exploded from Kai’s body when he heard that 
name. “Those zombie puppets were controlled by your cult too, right?” 

The man knew it wasn’t going to end well when he detected Kai’s murderous intent. 

However, the woman didn’t seem to realize that and replied with a nod, “That’s right! 
Blood Corpse Cult is the only one capable of controlling those zombie puppets!” 

Oblivious to the look of despair on the man’s face, she even flashed Kai a gleeful smile 
after saying that. 

“In that case, you should have no complaints about me killing you two. Since Blood 
Corpse Cult is famous for its usage of mental energy, I shall kill you two with mental 
energy as well!” Kai said as he unleashed a powerful wave of mental energy from his 
mind. 

The woman was about to protest when she felt a splitting headache tearing through her 
skull. The next thing she knew, her head had exploded on the spot. 

The guy standing next to her shared the same fate seconds later. 

“Hmph! That’s what you get for attacking me!” Kai said with a snort while staring at their 
headless corpses. 

He was about to leave the area when a few figures came running toward him at high 
speed. 

It wasn’t until they stopped in front of him that Kai realized it was Xavier with his men 
from the Law Enforcement Department. 

As the men took care of the corpses, Xavier tossed a cigarette at Kai. 



He then lit the cigarette as he said, “There are tons of people out there trying to kill you, 
and you’re just casually strolling through the streets of Jadeborough…” 

“It’s better to face one’s problems than run from them forever. What brings you here, 
Captain Jennings?” Kai asked with a smile. 

“I go wherever Demonic Cultivators exist. Those two were members of Blood Corpse 
Cult. I had my men tail them the moment they entered Jadeborough,” Xavier replied 
while pointing at the two corpses. 

“I don’t get it, though. I haven’t done anything to offend this cult of theirs, so why would 
they try to kill me?” Kai wondered in confusion. 

Xavier chuckled when he saw Kai’s response. “The same could be said with Malison 
Sect. Why do you think Quintus tried to kill you, Kai? Those guys were clearly acting 
under someone else’s orders. These two are nothing but pawns. There will only be 
more of them in the future.” 

Kai frowned after hearing his explanation. “Is the Warriors Alliance behind all this? Why 
would they have so many connections to people who practice Demonic Cultivation?” 

The Warriors Alliance was an organization that formed when sects of martial artists from 
various regions united. As Demonic Cultivation was common at the time, the Warriors 
Alliance was also a means of countering those cults. 

It wasn’t until all the cults practicing Demonic Cultivation went into hiding that the 
Warriors Alliance truly rose to power and became the largest organization in the martial 
arts world. 

Because of that, Kai couldn’t understand why they would have connections with 
Demonic Cultivation cults. 

He had been wondering about that the moment he saw the four cultists after infiltrating 
the Warriors Alliance building back then. 

“The martial arts world today is no longer divided by good and evil. That’s why it needs 
some chaos to muddy the waters and flush out the big fish. Over time, the water will 
separate from the soil and the sand. It is simply a natural cycle that must take place,” 
Xavier explained. 

As he didn’t actually know that much himself, everything he said was what he had heard 
from Mr. Sanders. 
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After Xavier said that, Kai narrowed his gaze at the former. “So, you’re saying that I’m 
the one bringing the chaos to the martial arts world in Jadeborough, is that it?” 

After all, throughout the years, the division of power in the martial arts world in 
Jadeborough had clear boundaries. All the sects and martial arts families had to keep 
one another in check to maintain the balance. No one dared to confront the entire 
martial arts world publicly. Even if they did do anything, they would only move in the 
shadows. 

Read more 
However, Kai’s appearance had disrupted the balance and messed up the entire martial 
arts world of Jadeborough completely. It was only then Kai understood why Mr. Sanders 
had always backed him up. 

Xavier smiled at Kai without saying anything. Once the two bodies had been dealt with, 
the former threw his cigarette butt onto the ground. 

“Mr. Sanders asked me to tell you that he’ll gather all the sects in Jadeborough for a 
meeting tomorrow. He wants you to join as well,” Xavier said to Kai. 

“I have to be there too? Doesn’t Mr. Sanders know that those people want me dead?” 
Kai asked in confusion. 

“Well, that’s what he said. I’ve done my part in relaying the message to you.” 

With that, Xavier turned to leave. 

Meanwhile, Kai looked utterly exasperated. He didn’t like being bossed around by 
others like a puppet. 

“Since you love chaos, I’ll put in more effort to mess up the martial arts world even 
more!” 

There was a wicked glint in Kai’s eyes as he also turned and left. 

At the Warriors Alliance building, Zion had been waiting until the sun went out, yet he 
still hadn’t received the news he wanted. 

Zion slammed the table hard and cursed, “D*mn it! What’s the matter with the Blood 
Corpse Cult?” 

Guessing that he wouldn’t be getting any news that day, Zion rose and prepared to get 
some rest. 

At that moment, a member from the Warriors Alliance rushed up to him and gave him 
an invitation. 



Zion was stunned. “Who sent this? What type of person would give out invitations in the 
middle of the night?” 

“President Zeigler, it’s from the Department of Justice!” the Warriors Alliance member 
replied. 

When Zion heard that it was from the Department of Justice, he quickly took the 
invitation over since he knew that something must be up with Mr. Sanders. 

He opened the invitation and found out that it was calling for the attendance of all the 
sects and families in the Warriors Alliance for a meeting at the Department of Justice 
the next day. 

Instantly, confusion was written all over Zion’s face. 

He had never seen Mr. Sanders so anxious to hold a meeting before. 

The invitation was sent at night, and the meeting would be held the next day. 

“Could it be because of Kai?” 

Zion furrowed his eyebrows slightly, feeling troubled. 

At the same time, all the sects and martial arts families in Jadeborough had received 
Mr. Sanders’ invitation. 

That night, the entire martial arts world was in turmoil as they speculated about Mr. 
Sanders’ intention. 

Zion stayed awake that night since he had summoned everyone from the Warriors 
Alliance together to analyze his intention for holding the meeting. 

After some investigation, they found out that Mr. Sanders suddenly wanted to hold a 
meeting because there had been recent cases of martial artists dying from having their 
essence absorbed. That was a major sign of the revival of Demonic Cultivation, which 
was worrying. 

Seeing that the meeting had nothing to do with Kai, Zion finally felt relieved. 

However, when he heard that Kai was invited to the meeting too and would attend, Zion 
became slightly excited. 

When the time came, he would set up Heavenly Net in the nearby areas. As long as Kai 
attended the meeting, once he walked out, Zion could catch or kill him immediately. 



By that point, Zion was beyond anxious to get rid of Kai, so he couldn’t be bothered to 
worry about Mr. Sanders anymore. 

I’ll strike first and kill Kai then and there. Even if Mr. Sanders wants to punish me, 
there’s no way he’ll kill me when the time comes. But if I don’t kill Kai, my position as the 
president of the Warriors Alliance will be threatened, not to mention that I may even die! 

After weighing the pros and cons, in the end, Zion decided to kill Kai as soon as 
possible so that he could save his own life. 

 


